
1. (a) I = [ r?r]O. So controllableiff alSO
(b) Method 1: l"e'] = If ;ri ] Ioses rank iff rhe columns are rhe same:

s = -2 and a = 3. So it does not lose rank for S(s) > 0. So detectable.@

Method 2: Vl = lr]",r1so not observable iff. a = 3. Hence for sure it
is detectable for q,*3O. For q =3 the eigenvalues of A are 5 and
-2. At the unstable eigenvalue s = 5 the "Hautustest" gives Itreo] =
t + ï ]O which has full column rank0. So also for a = 3 it is derec-
table. So always detectable.

(c) F = l-4 -4)@.(Fun: the answer doesn't depend on a)

(d) Can choose eigenvalues - t, which gives a = tiÍ]. You may also guess

something as long as A-LC is as.stable, e.g. L= $) for then A-LC =
ll, -?] which is as.stable. I'll choose the latter: t= l3] (correct IO).
Then the controller is

à_,x= (A- LC+ BF)i+ Ly, u= FiO

which for my L is

i= [_É _!]*+1310, u= -4i,.

2.

3. (a) -PK l(1 + PK)O (correct derivation: anotherO)

(b) ,K(s) = s* I would do for then X.lo."d = s2+ s+ l which is as.stable.G)
(easy points)

(c) limr*oo yG) = Hyt*(O)mo = -ïn0..@.

4. (a) it = -y+tu (with input ur) is BIBO because it is asymptotically stableO.
w(t) := {l-ru(t)dz (with input u and, output p') is BIBO because
lw (t)l = Í-rll u ll* dr = 2llz ll oo. So ll yll- . 2 Mllu ll- where M is maxi-
mal peak-gain of y = -Í/ + ru. So BIBO. O

(b) Plug in u(t) - 
"iat 

and y(r) = H(iaieio'[half point] gives

t ^-2ia
Hytul.l;.)= '-" g

taua+ I)

(for completeness: at a = 0 we have Hyru(O) = 2 so DC-gain is 2.)

(c) The impulse response of it = -y + w is hytwG) = e-t 1(Í) so its maxi-
mal peak-to-peak gain is tW,= [ï h|)dt = t. Hence the maximal
peak-to-peak gain of. jr = -y + Í-ru(r)dt is at most 2M = 2. This
equals the DC-gain, so the maximal possible peak-to-peak gain of

[ï;] = [Ï ï] tï;] . [ju] 
,, v= ro Ltx+Zu@



5. (a)

(b)

(c)

6. (a)

2 is attained for constant inputs u(t) = uo (hence also for u(t) -
uotr(r)). O

Method2; Compute impulse response tom hO) = -h(t)+ f (r) -1(t -
2). So h(t)= 1-e-'on [0,2] andh(t) = (e2-I)e-Í for t>2. Then
compute 

"f Wl-[h-2.
Method-3: argue that h(t) 2 0 then use an exercise in the notes that
claims that then lIl(0)l = 2 is its maximal peak-to-peak gain.

see lecture notes.. O

Method l: No. The response to uoÍ) = 1(r) is !oG) = 1(- Í) while the
response of the delay ut!) - uoj- 1) = tr(r- 1) is !rG) = 1(-r- 1)

which is not the same the delay of the response-y6(Í- 1) = 1(-(/- 1)).

@

Method 2: Its impulse response is h(t) = ö(- r) = ö(r). Then LII would
mean that y(r) - (h,r u)(t) = Ïr0(t - t)u(r)dt = u(t) which it isn't so

not LII.

lf. u = 0 then )c(t) = e'xs and ! = ezt xfr from which it is impossible to
determine the sign of xs: not observable. O

Since limx'-rÍ12at, tan(x) - x - -oo and liÍÍta1an12a3,, tan(x) - x = oo it
has at least one zero on l-xl2+kx,ttl2+ knI because of continuityo.
There is precisely one zeÍo because the derivative of tan (x)- x = ;*b -
1 = tan2(x) is > 0 almost everynrhere (so tan(x)-x strictlyincreasing)O.

bisectionO

Initial xL='IÍ - nlz and xp = fi + xl2 work. Each bisection halves
the length of the interval, so about 15 steps are needed because
n2-r5=g.6xl0-5=l0-4O

tan(xo)-ro- )co - ffi = oo because the derivative is

ii. O Assuming the method would converge then (assuming ft(x) #
0 around the zero) the error roughly quadruples every step. If
the initial error would have been about 10*1 then in the next
step about L}-z and then 10-4. So then three steps would have
been sufficient.... (a bit vague).

(b)

.f(xo)
f'(xo)

(c)

1.

ii.

i. x1 - xs-
zero..O.
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